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About This Game

A game about survival, sacrifice, and perverts...

Lisa is a quirky side-scrolling RPG set in a post-apocalyptic wasteland. Beneath the charming and funny exterior is a world full
of disgust and moral destruction. Players will learn what kind of person they are by being FORCED to make choices. These

choices permanently effect the game play. If you want to save a party member from death, you will have to sacrifice the
strength of your character. Whether it's taking a beating for them, or chopping off limbs, or some other inhuman way. You will

learn that in this world being selfish and heartless is the only way to survive...

FEATURES:
- Visible character sacrifices that effect your stats (removing arms, eyes, scratches)

- Recruiting 30+ new party members in towns and camps.
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- Ruthless choices that permanently effect towns, characters, life...

- White knuckle shopping cart races.

- Expending party members in Russian Roulette for huge profit, but perma-death if they lose.

- Countless hidden secrets in the world for you to explore.

- A life ruining gaming experience.
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I've got the depression, depression, depression, d o w n i n m y h e a r t. honestly one of the silliest yet most emotional games
i've ever played.
comparing this to other games almost does it a disservice, this is its own unique experience, and i would highly recommend it if
you enjoy when a game as outwardly silly as this can tug at your heartstrings with such proficiency.. This is a great game. It
makes you question the just of your cause, and do things only a man of extreme grief would do.

Pros

Amazing story, one of the best in a video game I have seen so far
Team system was entertaining, things like getting new partners
The graphics are detailed, even if in a low bit rate. The looks are extremely well polished.
The characters are hilarious, mysterious, and just entertaining.
The difficulty had me dying at least once every major boss fight, making me actually have to think about my moves, not to say
the boss fights are unfair, just difficult-ish.
There is NO grinding, absolutely none. This is something that I admire from every RPG, when I don't have to sit in areas and
just farm for exp or anything. That problems is not here.
The ending hit me like a god damn truck man, truly a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing masterpiece ending.

Cons

Each area design can be very confusing, not knowing how to progress sometimes.
Some team members just feel useless, and some can just never be used if you have 3 others to fill the gap.

Conclusion

An amazing game all around, one where I can look around the few flaws to see a much greater product. And it's only $10. if you
haven't given LISA's story a shot, what are you even doing.

. poured gasoline on children and killed ronald mcdonald

10\/10. LISA is a very special game. It is this sadistic experience that other media rarely offers. Sometime you'll get angry for
falling off a pit or getting suckered punch by cruel events. However, the thing you come to appreciation about this game is how
strangely engrossing it is. From the weird characters you meet to the thoughtful story progression that will leave an impact days
after playing. As it says in the title, LISA-the painful RPG will leave you hurt, but you wished the pain didn't end so soon. Fully
recommended.. Too slow and kinda boring to be honest. The game is great, it rarely crashes and seeing that my computer
crashes games 24\/7 I have to be really grateful for that. Besides that the game is fun to play, the combat system reminds me of
earthbound which is a game I really enjoyed playing and the risk factors like campfires and etc. make sure you don't abuse the
system and fits well with the apocalyptic theme of the game. Overall I recommend this game to anyone who enjoys earthbound
like games or wants to try out a rpg with some great story.. This\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665broke me so goddamn
hard I cried every night for 4 straight days. Coming from a person who never cries at anything.

nice soundtrack
10\/10 story
joy mutant designs are really good
you'RE TEarING mE AParT LIsa!!!!!!!!!!

overall 10\/10 would cry again. A game that kicked me in the gut.
9\/10 would lose my baby boy Jack to a joy mutant and suffer sever emotional trauma as the replacement gets left behind..
Buddy?
Yes?
Did i do the right thing?
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\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you old man. '- A life ruining gaming experience.' Ok.. This is game is the bane of the weeaboo,
and the better version of undertale, even if the normies tell you otherwise. Just play it, let it kill you inside, and if you're a real
not man you'll run back to rule 34, devianart, and your patreon.. Amazing game don't know how it's not a big hit. Great game. A
thoughtful RPG set in a bleak landscape. The storyline, characters and soundtrack are all exceedingly atmospheric.
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